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The important parameters for a derivative are:

(a) Nature of contract

(b) Underlying Assets and

(c) Market Mechanism

Based on the nature of the contract, derivatives

can be classified as forward, future, option, Swap and

any combination of these (Hybrid).  If derivatives are

classified on the basis of underlying assets then it will

be derivatives underlying on foreign Exchange inter-

est bearing financial assets, commodities and equities.

Further, some derivatives are traded on the organised

exchanges while other are only on Over The Counter

(OTC).  The Exchange traded derivatives have stan-

dardized features whereas OTC treated derivatives are

non-standardized and customized to meet the specific

requirements.  The classification of financial deriva-

tives can be depicted as in Table –1.

(Table 1) – Classification of derivatives

Type Nature of contract Market  

Forward Customized OTC  

Future Standardized Organised Market

Option Customized/ OTC/Organised

Standardized Market 

Swap Customized OTC  

Hybrid Customized OTC  

DEFINITIONS:

Forward: It is the simplest form of  derivatives and is

an agreement between parties to buy or sell an asset at

a certain future for fixed (certain) price.

Future: It also involves an agreement between the

parties to buy or sell an asset at a predetermined price

on a fixed future date, through the intermediation of an

exchange.

Option : An option is a financial instrument that gives

its holder the right to buy or sell an asset at an agreed

price (exercised price), at an agreed future date (exer-

cised date).  The seller of the option has the obligation

to act as counter party if the holder of the option choses

to exercise his right.

A comparison between the three major kinds of

financial derivatives is shown in  (Table 2) :
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Swap:Agreement between the parties to make peri-

odic payment to each other during the swap period.

This includes the following transactions:

(a) to exchange a predetermined series of payments

(b) to exchange interest payment for specific maturity

on an agreed upon notional amount and

(c) to exchange one set of interest payment for

another.

Hybrid: This incorporates various provisions of

above stated type of derivatives.

Accounting for financial derivatives

The derivatives are defined as special class of financial

instruments having complex definition and financial

implications; hence a separate Accounting Standard is

needed.

For accounting of derivative instruments ICAI has

already published Guidance Note on accounting for

Equity Index Future/Index Option/Stock Option and

also exists AS-11 (Accounting Standard for the effect

of changes in foreign exchange rate) but treatment for

specific class of derivative such as foreign currency

forwards, Equity Index Future, Equity Index Option

and Equity Stock Option.  This implies that for other

class of derivatives in absence of any specific Indian

Accounting Standard one has to apply the general

guidelines applicable to other financial instruments.

The Indian Accounting Standard is needed to cover all

class of derivatives.  International Standards cover

almost all forms of derivatives by defining its intention

and nature of transaction rather than on class basis.

Valuation of derivatives not used as Hedge

As per the Indian Accounting Standard value of short-

term financial instruments (Short term investments)

and long term financial instruments (Long term invest-

ments) are reported at cost or market value whichever

is lower and at cost respectively and the fair value of

accounting for financial instruments and for account-

ing of derivatives are not recognized/ accepted.  On the

contrary the derivatives are to be reported at fair value

unless they are used as hedge as per the International

Standard (FAS 133 and IAS 39).

Reporting Gain or Loss of derivatives  not used as

a Hedge

The AS-11 prescribes for gain or loss on foreign cur-

rency forward to be charged to the earning of the cur-

rent year and Guidance Note on accounting for Equity

Index Future/Index Option/Stock Option prescribes
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(Table 2) Comparison between Future,  Forward, Option

Parameters Future Forward Option

OTC Organized

Market Organized OTC OTC Organized

Nature of Contract Standardized Customized Customized Standardized

Margin Margin payment No Margin Upfront premium payable by Buyer

Counter Party Clearing House Known bank or client Known Bank or client Clearing House

Valuation Marked to Market No special method No special method Marked to Market 

every day of valuation of valuation every day

Regulation By organized market Self-regulation Self-regulation By organized market

Counter Party Risk Absent Depend on Depend on Absent

counter party counter party

Settlement Clearing House Dependent on Dependent on Clearing house

terms of contract terms of contract

Gain/Loss Unlimited Unlimited Gain-unlimited/loss-to the extent 

premium paid upfront
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for the losses on equity index futures/index

option/stock options are charged to the earning of cur-

rent year and gain on it to be deferred till the maturity

of the contract. As per FAS 133 & IAS 39 all the gain

and losses in the fair value of the derivatives not des-

ignated, as hedge should be recognized in the Profit &

Loss A/C for the period.

Hedging

Hedging is defined as taking position in a derivative

(Hedging Instrument) in such a way that it offsets any

unfavourable change in the value of another asset or lia-

bility and these assets or liabilities are termed as hedged

items.  The change in the value of hedging instrument

shall offset any unfavourable change in the value of

hedged item, hence for a accounting purpose they

should be treated together.  This aspect has been recog-

nized in AS-11 while prescribing the standard for

accounting on foreign currency forwards by clubbing

the corresponding commitment together and by requir-

ing only the amortization of the premium over the life

of the forward.  However, hedge accounting is alto-

gether not allowed by ICAI while issuing Guidance

Note on accounting for Equity Index Future/Index

Option/Stock Option.  On the other hand both FAS 133

& IAS 39 prescribe for treating hedging instrument and

hedged item together for accounting purpose.

Hedge Accounting

As per the FAS 133 & IAS 39 Hedge Accounting is

prescribed by classifying the hedge as fair value

hedge, cash flow hedge and foreign currency hedge.

Fair Value Hedge:  In case of fair value hedge, which

safeguards changes in the value of asset or liability or

an unrecognized firm commitment, the gain or loss on

both the hedging instrument (Derivatives) and the

hedged items are recognized as income or expenses in

the profit and loss account for the period.  

Cash flow hedge:  The cash flow hedge is one that

safeguards the unfavourable changes in a forecasted

cash flow. FAS 133 & IAS 39 require the defining of

method to be used for accessing the effective, ineffec-

tive and excluded portion of derivatives and if this

method is changed during the currency of a hedge, the

hedge has to be discontinued and re-established.  The

effective portion of derivative is one that safeguards

the variation in the value of hedged item and excluded

portion in derivative, which is unrelated to hedging.

The gain or loss of ineffective and excluded portion are

charged as income or loss of the current period

whereas for effective portion it is accumulated in spe-

cial reserve and if there is any loss of earning due to

hedged forecasted transaction then the accumulated

amount of such reserve is reclassified as profit to com-

pensate the said lost earning of that period.  In other

case the accumulated gain is applied to adjust the value

of asset/liability created by forecasted transaction.

Foreign currency hedge: It safeguards foreign cur-

rency exposure against foreign exchange rate fluctua-

tions.  These could be net investment in foreign opera-

tions; unrecognized firm commitment involving for-

eign currency dominated forecasted transactions.  The

hedge accounting for foreign currency hedge for net

investment in foreign operation is done in a similar

manner as that for cash flow hedge as prescribed in

FAS 133 & IAS 39.  The foreign currency hedge for

unrecognized firm commitment involving foreign cur-

rency exposure treats gain or loss similar to fair value

hedge under FAS 133 whereas IAS 39 treats it as cash

flow hedge.  Foreign Currency Hedge available for

sale of securities with foreign exchange exposure

treats the gain or loss similar to fair value hedge under

IAS 39 & FAS 133.  The foreign currency hedge for

foreign currency dominated forecasted transactions

the treatment to gain or loss are similar to the cash flow

hedge as prescribed in IAS 39 & FAS 133.

Monitoring and measuring of hedge

Indian Accounting Standards do not allow any hedge

accounting and hence no monitoring and measuring of

hedge is required.  However, Reserve Bank of India

vide A.P. (DIR Series) Circular No.19 dated January

24, 2002 requires authorized dealer to ensure that the

Board of Directors of the Corporate has drawn up a

risk management policy, laid down clear guidelines

for concluding the transactions and institutionalize the

arrangement for a quarterly review of operations and

annual audit of transactions to verify compliance with

the regulations.  The quarterly review report and the

annual audit report should be obtained from the con-

cerned corporate by the authorized dealer.  The similar

provision exists under FAS 133 and IAS 39 also pre-
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scribes for similar monitoring and measurement with-

out specifying the frequency of such assessment.  The

need for continuous measuring and monitoring is fur-

ther supplemented by the fact that a hedge once estab-

lished discontinues automatically if any of the follow-

ing conditions occurs:

● If the potential for loss is being higher than gain it

defeats basic condition of hedge i.e. intention to

reduce the risk.

● The hedged item is no longer expected to occur.

● The derivative ceases to offset any unfavourable

change in the value of hedged item.

Need for Indian Accounting Standard
The present status of Indian Accounting Standard

on hedge accounting and derivatives is either not

available or if available then in fragmented manner

leaving this area amenable to divergent interpretations

and scope for wrong use of discretions.  This article

attempts to bring out the following area amenable to

divergent interpretations and to emphasize a need for a

single accounting standard of Accounting treatment

for derivatives and hedge accounting so that scope for

divergent interpretations is eliminated.

❒ The Indian Accounting Standard recognizes the

derivatives by specific class.  Some class of deriva-

tives are covered leaving others for divergent inter-

pretations which includes whole range of OTC and

Market Traded Financial Derivatives, Commodity

Future and Currency Option etc.

❒ The Value of financial instrument is reported at cost

or market value whichever is lower for short-term

investment and at cost for long-term investment.  The

fair value accounting for investment and derivatives

are not accepted in the Indian Accounting Standard.

❒ The ICAI in its guidance note on Equity Index

Future/Index Option/Stock Option hedge account-

ing is not allowed altogether. The guidance note on

Future and Option provides for charging the loss on

derivatives to the current year’s Profit & Loss A/C

but to defer the charging of gain to the current year’s

Profit & Loss A/C.  Further hedge accounting is

also not allowed.  This gives a very peculiar impres-

sion like high amount of losses in initial years and

high amount of profits during the year when hedge

ends and this situation is also attributed to the fact

that loss on derivatives and hedged item is to be

charged to the current year’s profit and gain on

derivative and hedged item to be deferred till the

period when the hedge ends.  The artificial impres-

sion of high loss and profit at the beginning and end

of hedge period respectively arises because of

according independent treatment to hedged instru-

ment and hedged item.  As hedging means making

position in some derivative so that it can offset any

unfavourable change in value of asset/liability.  In

fact they should be treated together as it is expected

that gain/loss of hedged item should be opposite to

loss/gain of hedged instrument (Derivatives).  From

the above it is very clear to reflect the true position

that the hedging instrument (Derivative) and

hedged item should be taken together for the

accounting purpose.  AS 11 also recognizes this fact

and requires to take foreign currency forward and

corresponding commitment together for amortiza-

tion of the premium over the life of the forward.

❒ The need for Indian Accounting Standard on hedge

accounting and derivatives, which do not cover cer-

tain class of derivatives, can be explained with the

help of this illustration. Suppose A Ltd. has taken an

External Commercial Borrowing of 2100 MJPY

equivalent to USD 20 million (converted at prede-

termined USD/JPY cross-rate of 105).  The coupon

rate is 6 M JPY LIBOR Plus A Margin.  Now A Ltd.

has taken position of Swap to offset any

unfavourable change in the value of ECB Liability

and also for probable cash outflow on account of

periodic interest liability.  The main features of the

Swap (Hedging Instrument) are as under:

For ECB Liability

On maturity date A limited shall receive USD 20

Million in exchange of M INR 900. The pre decided

USD/INR cross rate is 45.

For periodic interest liability

On interest payment date (Say13th Jan. & 13th July) A

Ltd. shall receive 6 M JPY Libor +A margin on notional

principal of 2100MJPY and shall pay 6M USD Libor – B

margin on notional principal of USD 20 Million.
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Occurrence of transaction of Hedged items

1. Suppose USD/INR cross rate is 46/44 on the loan

disbursement date (13th Jan’2004) then A Ltd.

shall receive M INR 920 or M INR 880 as dis-

bursed loan amount depending upon USD/INR

cross rate as mentioned above.

2. A Ltd. shall pay XI, X2....Xn interest on 1st, 2nd and

nth interest period depending upon the value 6

MJPY Libor which is determinable in advance at the

commencement of the respective interest period.

3. On maturity date A Ltd. shall pay M INR 900 +/-

P=2100 MJPY, where P is determinable by the

USD/JPY and USD/INR cross rate prevalent on

maturity date.

Occurrence of transaction for hedging 
instruments (Swap)
1. A Ltd. shall receive XI, X2....Xn interest on 1st,

2nd and nth interest period depending upon the

value 6M JPY Libor which is determinable in

advance at the commencement of the respective

interest period (13th Jan & 13th July).

2. A Ltd. shall pay Y1, Y2....Yn interest on 1st, 2nd

and nth interest period depending upon the value

of 6M USD Libor which is determinable in

advance at the commencement of the respective

interest period (13th Jan. &13th July).

3. On maturity date A Ltd. shall pay M INR 900 and

will receive USD 20 Million.

Probable treatments

1. Accounting for ECB (Hedge item) and Swap

(Hedging Instruments) has to be carried out jointly or

independently, Indian Accounting Standard is silent....

Suggestion: Author intends to suggest joint

accounting of Hedge item and Hedging instru-

ments in line with International Standard.

2. A Ltd. may receive M INR 920/880 as disbursed

loan amount against future liability of M INR

900+/-P=2100M JPY at the end of Hedge period.

The gain or loss out of these transactions is deter-

minable only at the end of Hedge period.

Suggestion: The Gain or Loss arising out of this

transaction at the end of the Hedge period may be

divided into two parts.  Firstly, the gain or loss in

the financial year in which the Hedge period ends.

Secondly, gain or loss of the remaining prior

period.  The gain or loss of the financial period in

which the Hedge period ends should be charged to

P&L a/c of that year and gain and loss of the sec-

ond portion should be shown as prior period item

in the current period accounts in which Hedge

period ends.  These item of gain or loss were omit-

ted from recording in prior years because of its

indeterminable characters.

3. The other issue related to the issue mentioned at

S.No.2 is that whether A Ltd. has any obligation to

reflect or record any gain or loss at the end of the

respective financial year against the future liability

of M INR 900+/-P=2100 M JPY .  

Suggestions: The RBI vides A.P. (DIR Series)

Circular No.19 dated 24th January, 2002 pre-

scribed that Hedge once established needs to be

continuously measured on quarterly basis.  In view

of the above requirement and for better Corporate

Governance the gain or loss on this account at the

end of each accounting year during the Hedge

period need to be suitably disclosed.

4. The recording of interest payment and receipt

either from Hedging instrument or from Hedge

item on accrual basis.  AS-11 Provides for record-

ing of income/expenditures on accrual basis for

Hedged item but for Swap (Hedging instruments)

the Indian Accounting Standard is silent.

Suggestion: As suggested earlier the Hedged

items and Hedging instrument should be taken

together for accounting, hence accounting of

interest payment or receipt either from Hedged

items and Hedging instrument should be recorded

on accrual basis.

The Scope for use of discretion for interpreta-

tion of an issue may lead to manipulation,

which is against the spirit of better Corporate

Governance therefore, author emphasizes the

need for having of comprehensive Indian

Accounting Standard with fair value account-

ing and Hedge accounting. ■■
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